
WHEN YOU NEED IMPROVED TRUST 
AND EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Feedback can—and should—be a natural and integral part of our daily lives. In fact, not providing 

feedback can damage relationships and diminish performance. So why isn’t it a personal and 

professional priority?

The fact is, few have the skills and confidence to deliver feedback effectively…which makes this 

branded program extremely powerful. Participants are taught to use a simple five-step process for 

setting the right attitude for feedback, delivering it well and identifying solutions for improvement 

or sustainability.

Takeaways include: 

the ability to recognize the role of feedback in continual improvement 

positive skills and attitudes for giving effective feedback 

strategies for ensuring feedback is specific, observable and complete with 

shared expectations of next steps.

Highly applicable skills to 

facilitate collaboration and 

team interaction 

Stronger professional/personal 

communication practices

iLoveFeedback® 

Leadership Development Resources

 “The iLoveFeedback® segment provided a step-by-step process for delivering feedback to anyone. 

I used my knowledge of feedback delivery to put together a training for operations managers 

in our region.”

— MARY BREHM
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR, AMERICAN AGCREDIT



ABOUT FCC SERVICES

Since 1975, FCC Services has worked with the Farm Credit System, agribusinesses and cooperatives 

to help them achieve organizational and operational success. Today we are a business service and 

consulting firm that works with clients in a variety of industries to manage their risks, maximize their 

collective buying power and promote excellence in their organizations and boardrooms. Headquartered 

in Denver, Colorado, with approximately 60 employees, FCC Services is proud to serve a wide range 

of clients across the United States.

We welcome the opportunity to tell you more. Please contact:

Please contact us at info@fccservices.com for more information. 

fccservices.com
info@fccservices.com

888.ASK.FCCS [275.3227]

LOOK TO:

Leading and Managing for Results

Leadership Development Program I: 

Art of Management

Leadership Development Program II: 

Art of Leadership

Leadership Development Summit 

Gettysburg Leadership Experience: 

Step into the landscape where 

leadership lives

Customized Design and 

Experiential Learning

Crucial Conversations®

iLoveFeedback®

FCC Services Conferences

LEAVE WITH:

Better understanding of self and potential

Tangible management and communication 

skills

Greater understanding of self and  

leadership options

Deeper knowledge of management/ 

communication skills and their tangible 

application 

Practical skills in strategic thinking,  

systems thinking, decision-making and  

more gained through an organizational 

action learning project 

Opportunities for application of strategic 

leadership skills and best practices

Clearer understanding on how/when/why  

to employ specific strategic leadership skills 

New skills and the ability to draw  

transferable conclusions that positively 

influence personal and professional  

perspectives

Pragmatic insights into collaboration, 

open communications, personal and  

professional development

Highly applicable skills to facilitate  

collaboration, team interaction and 

communication

Enhanced skills for sustained, productive  

action  

Innovative insights and creative approaches

WHEN YOU NEED TO SEE:

Increased skills and contributions 

from managers

New and dynamic management 

capabilities

More strategic thinkers and 

effective leaders

A higher level of leadership ability 

Big-picture thinking supported by  

practical leadership skill development 

Transformative action among your 

leaders, individuals and teams

More courageous and honest  

communication for problem resolution 

Improved trust and employee 

engagement 

Heightened performance at individual, 

board and organizational levels

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES




